Publications

"Blue-Grass Bins", Review of Architecture in Old Kentucky by Rexford Newcomb, Saturday Review, August 22, 1953, p. 34.
XEROX, "Tribute to Dr. Creese" and "Less to the U. of L. and the Community", Louisville Courier - Journal, June and July 1958.
"Rooms We Have Not Yet Inhabited" History In, Of, and For Architecture, edited by John E. Hancock School of Architecture and Interior Design, University of Cincinnati, 1981.
"Comments on Gunnar Birkerts", Gunnar Birkers; First Recipient of the Plym Distinguished Professorship, Urbana: School of Architecture, University of Illinois, 1983.


Poster Harvard University Graduate School of Design Frederick Law Olmsted Lecture, April 9, 1986 Graduate School of Design News July and August 1986 Society of Architectural Historians Newsletters, 1957-61

Box 2:

Curriculum Vitae ca.1986
Brochure for presentation to Georgia Institute of Technology c. 1950's
Photographs of Walter Creese:
   as Dean at University of Oregon, 1967
   University of Illinois, Fall 1970 (2)
   1984
Architecture Clippings, Magazine photo clippings, 1960s
Buffon, Bill, former student, 1976
   Paper on Monticello's South West Approach
California Suburbs 2
"The suburb and the Victorian Imagination" - Draft, 1974
"Nature in the Suburbs," includes clippings re: English Victorian Suburbs, 1975
Capitol-East Front
  Committee to Preserve National Capitol, 1958
  Bibliographic notes about Thomas Jefferson
  Vita, 1968
Davis, Alexander Jackson
Downing, Andrew Jackson
  The Hudson-Victorian America-American-English Landscaping
    APT Vol. IV Nos. 3-4, 1972, 1-113
Eads Bridge, St. Louis, Missouri, clippings and letter, 1974
The Glass House, Vancouver Island, British Columbia, 1970
Historic Sites, Historic Sites Coordinating Committee, Champaign Plan Commission, 1975
Iowa, Mason City, notes re: Architectural Guidebook, 1981
Houston, Addresses of buildings
Kohler, Wisconsin
  Vita of Arnold Alanen
  Article of Aldmen, "The Planning of Company Communities is the Lake Superior Mining Region."
Litchfield, Connecticut, The order of towns-Village Greens
  3 slides 35mm
  bibliographic notecards

Box 3:

Glenn A. Love
Milton Wisconsin Pictures, c. 1970
  Jim Larson
  5 Polaroids of buildings
  18 8x10 B&W photographs of Milton and Janesville, Wisconsin including photos of cotton mills, funeral home, Milton College and YMCA
Mississippi Houses, 1984
  Mississippi Houses: Yesterday Toward Tomorrow by Robert Ford
  booklet letter to author from Creese
Missouri, Places to Go, 1977
  Several articles about rebuilding and renovating St. Louis; both the city and individual homes, particularly those of Victorian architecture
  Article about San Fernando Valley. Article about Quebec City
Newcomb, Rexford, 1985
  Correspondence with Joseph J. Inguanti, Yale University re: Architectural History of California Missions
Pran, Peter, visiting professor, 1982-83
  Petition signed by students to keep on staff
  Seminar Project-Downtown Chicago-paper by first year students
Quotes
Charles Keller speeches:
 "Advanced Placement"
 "Some Thoughts on Education"
 "You are the Future"

Robie House, National Trust for Historic Preservation, 1961
 Includes The Saga of Robie House, by William S. Adelman

Sony Recorder
 Research Board, 1972
 Receipts and warranty and instructions for tape recorder Creese acquired through
 Research Board

St. Charles, Noah's Ark, 1976
 postcards, brochure and letter re: restaurant and motel outside St. Louis, Missouri

David Schyler, 1975
 Copies of Schyler's theses for MA in History at the University of North Carolina at
 Chapel Hill and for MA in Early American Culture, University of Delaware.
 Paper in American Studies, Franklin and Marshall College, Lancaster, Pennsylvania
 Chapter I "Downing's Early Years: A Reconstruction"
 Chapter VI "The Idea of the Suburb"
 Research Topic, Public landscape in Urban American, 1830-60
 7 bibliographic cards

Springfield, Illinois, March 30, 1982
 24 photographs and photocopies of the photos, Lincoln House plans and exteriors of
  Lincoln House

Taft, Loredo House, 1981
 Correspondence about the relocation of the Taft House, including letter to President
  Ikenberry.

Wright Manuscript, Soleri Xerox and Footnotes
 pp. 37-42 of a manuscript, this chapter pertains to Paolo Soleri, an Italian who settled in
 Arizona, studied under Frank L. Wright, and built a home there.

White, James M., 1982
 Correspondence with Carol McMichael at University of Texas about James M. White's
 architectural influences there and at the University of Illinois.

Speeches by Walter Creese

Box 4:

Architect's Files, including Correspondence, Photographs, Publicity, and Reprints:
 Arqitecutonica Corporation, 1984
 Bannister, Turpin C. - wife's obituary, 1989
 Birkerts, Gunnar, 1977-89
 Erickson, Arthur, 1971-84
 Esherick, Joseph - Correspondence, 1977-84
 Photographs, 1980-83
 Fernau, Richard, 1984
 Gadski, Mary Ellen, 1994
 Guevrekian, Gabriel, 1996
 Hardy, Holzman, Peiffer Associates, 1977-78
 Holl, Steven, 1984
 Johnson, Philip, 1974-84
 Jones, Faye, 1984
Liddle, Alan, 1984
Lyndon, Donlyn, 1975, 1982
Meier, Richard, 1985
Moore, Charles, 1982
Pelli, Cesar (notes from talk), 1974
Quigley, Rob, 1984
Smith, Thomas G., undated
Stern, Robert, 1975-91
Tigerman, Stanley, 1984
Travis, Jack, 1978
Woollen, Evans, 1982-83
Zaik, Saul

Architecture 410, "Contemporary American Architecture" - Class Papers, bound, 1983